
APPROVED MINUTES OF DHS SCHOOL COUNCIL MEETING on Wednesday, March 28, 2018

MEMBERS PRESENT:  Parents: Kristin Rappe, Ashley Stehn, Cara Clelland, Coleen Slocum, Jenn Quinlan
Community member: Candy Weiler
Faculty: Aggie Coleman, Karen Irvine
Students: James Donohue, Bernadette Farmer
Ex-Officio non-voting: Jim Donovan, DHS Principal
Absent: Theresa Raftery, Mary Ellen Shalhoub

1. Call to order: 5:05pm

2. Approval of minutes: 2-28-18 minutes approved with no revisions.

3. Public Comment: no citizens present

4. Principal’s Report: Town approved budget by increasing levy limit. DHS minimized high school budget cuts & will 
not impact teaching & learning. April 12: building-based professional development: AM independent, PM 17 
different workshops about learning in general & opportunities to learn something new, such as piano, cooking. 
Bernadette reported that students of SEMASC will be holding workshops for students. April 3: FACTS/PTO/Parent 
Connection will offer viewing of documentary “If They Had Known”. Middle school principal search is underway.

5.  New business: Handbook Review Committee will meet 4/10, 4/24, 5/1 from 3-4 in B103. The school council 
members who will attend are James, Kristin, Coleen, Aggie & Ashley. a. Cheating language/protocol will be 
changed. Aggie reported that cheating protocol will be brought back into conduct. Goal is to identify patterns of 
cheating & create record. Identify “levels” ie copying homework vs. term papers/projects. Currently there is limited 
flexibility for teachers so is not being enforced consistently in the best interest of the students. Info will be input into 
Aspen. Questions like “If permitted to redo work is there a cap on grade? Should students be able to redo work?” If 
all this information is not completed by April, the handbook can be amended in the fall b. Short Term/Long Term 
Absence Student Work: Change current language: nurse as point person not effective. Make assistant principal 
center of the wheel to call meetings with teachers and guidance to ensure better communication, especially for those 
students who are at school w/o symptoms during day. Aggie suggested shared document for all teachers to input 
assignments/priority items/ due dates & adjust as necessary to increase visibility of entire workload. Will be 
developed over the spring, for now language will be adjusted (Identify stakeholders to be involved in development 
and take nurse out as point person). Larger issue of limited instruction time vs simply earning grades. Karen Irvine 
remarked that at some point it becomes impossible to make up an adequate amount of work for a course, which may 
need to be dropped and taken the following year. Currently only full semester courses can be taken online; there is 
no way to take part of a course. c. KITPO: Upon review this policy seems to be working, and may be in the best 
interest of the students. Mr. Donovan stated that there has been only one instance this year of KITPO. He has spoken 
with the superintendent about parents’ concerns recently brought up to the school council. If the policy were to be 
reopened the alternative is MIAA minimum which is anytime you appear in a police report you face penalty 
connected with possession. KITPO provides for students who were actually NOT in possession. Traditionally, 
KITPO & possession = same consequence. Mr. Donovan has found in the past that some students ticketed by the 
police were actually KITPO and not in possession. “It works,” he said. Reverting to MIAA minimum may actually 
restrict students further. Mr. Donovan prefers DHS maintain flexibility and that current language is best. NHS/
MIAA rules draw the school into monitoring students’ behavior even in the summer. Mr. Donovan will call the 
citizens with concerns who attended the recent meeting to inform them of the council’s discussion and conclusion. 
CSCI: The council reviewed the summary to create document of strengths, concerns and goals to incorporate in SIP. 
Possible areas for targeted action to be developed. Council created preliminary chart to view common strengths/
concerns across student, parent, teacher surveys to be finalized for next meeting. 

Next meeting: April 11 

7. Meeting adjourned at 6:54pm.


